Analysing and combining atmospheric general circulation model simulations forced by prescribed SST: northern extratropical response
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Abstract
The ECHAM 3.2 (T21), ECHAM 4 (T30) and LMD (version 6, grid-point resolution with 96 longitudes × 72 latitudes) atmospheric general circulation models were integrated through the period 1961 to 1993 forced with the same observed Sea Surface Temperatures (SST) as compiled at the Hadley Centre. Three runs were made for each model starting from different initial conditions. The mid-latitude circulation pattern which maximises the covariance between the simulation and the observations, i.e. the most skillful mode, and the one which maximises the covariance amongst the runs, i.e. the most reproducible mode, is calculated as the leading mode of a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) analysis of observed and simulated Sea Level Pressure (SLP) and geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500) seasonal anomalies. A common response amongst the different models, having different resolution and parameterization should be considered as a more robust atmospheric response to SST than the same response obtained with only one model. A robust skillful mode is found mainly in December-February (DJF), and in June-August (JJA). In DJF, this mode is close to the SST-forced pattern found by Strauss and Shukla (2000) over the North Pacific and North America with a wave out-of-phase between the NE Pacific and the SE US on the one hand and the NE North America on the other. This pattern evolves in a NAO-like pattern over the North Atlantic and European sector with an out-of-phase between the middle Europe on the one hand and the northern and southern parts on the other (Z500). There are almost no spatial shifts between either field around North America (just a slight eastward shift of the highest absolute heterogeneous correlations for SLP relative to the Z500 ones). The time evolution of the SST-forced mode is moderately strongly related to the ENSO/Nino events but the spread amongst the ensemble of runs is not systematically related at all to the intensity of Niño3.4 SST anomalies. The leading reproducible mode in JJA is cleaner and more skillful for SLP than for Z500 and also seems related to the SST time evolution of tropical Pacific. It is characterised by an out-of-phase between the whole North Pacific and a horseshoe shaped area from Eastern Siberia and Gulf of Mexico. The leading OM mode found in MAM and SON, are quite close to the DJF one (at least for the modelled anomalies), but they are less skillful than in DJF. The most skillful mode (i.e. SLP-Z500 mode in DJF and SLP mode in JJA) is almost similar to the most reproducible one during these particular seasons. In MAM and SON, the SST-forced pattern is very close to the wintertime one. The warm episodes in the central and eastern tropical Pacific are then associated with negative pressure anomalies at the sea level and also at 500 hPa over the whole North Pacific and from SE US Coast to Western Europe (from SE US Coast to Scandinavia for Z500) and positive pressure anomalies on Central Canada, north of 55°–66°N across the North Atlantic and also over Northern Siberia (in MAM). The variance forced by SST are lower in MAM and SON than in DJF and, as suggested above, the skill of this SST-forced mode is weak in MAM and almost close to zero in SON.
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1. Introduction

The extratropical atmospheric response to local and/or global Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anomalies is less clear (i.e. Zorita et al., 1992; Lau, 1997) than the tropical ones (see Moron et al., 2001). Many diagnostic studies stated that wintertime monthly and seasonal SST anomalies in the mid-latitude ocean are correlated with large-scale quasi-stationary atmospheric perturbations and concluded that the atmosphere leads the ocean on seasonal and annual time scales linked to local air-sea interaction (i.e. Bjerknes, 1964; Davis, 1976; Zorita et al., 1992; Wallace et al., 1990, 1992). Saranavan (1998) found from various coupled integrations that the dominant modes of interannual SST anomalies variability in the North Pacific and North Atlantic ocean are forced by the corresponding dominant modes of atmospheric low-frequency variability, namely the Pacific-North America (hereafter PNA) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (hereafter NAO) (see also Verbeek, 1997 for the North Atlantic). PNA and NAO-like patterns also occur in integrations without any interannual SST variations, indicating that they are indeed natural modes of uncoupled atmospheric variability. The specification of air-sea coupling does not crudely modify the pattern, but changes the variance of these modes (Saranavan, 1998). The main ocean-atmospheric patterns at decadal and longer time scales seem not directly linked to local air-sea interaction, and ocean dynamics are important at these timescales (i.e. Zorita and Frankignoul, 1997; Grötzner et al., 1998).

Another important issue is the association between tropical SST and extratropical response (i.e. Lau and Nath, 1994, 1996; Graham et al., 1994; Kharin, 1995; Renshaw et al., 1998; Saranavan, 1998; Straus and Shukla, 2000; Shukla et al., 2000). There are numerous diagnostic and numerical studies on the relations between El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon and the North American response (i.e. Graham et al., 1994; Lau and Nath, 1994, 1996; Livezey et al., 1997; Renshaw et al., 1998). The main conclusions stated that El Niño (EN) forces negative SLP anomalies over NE Pacific and positive SLP anomalies over the Rockies. Straus and Shukla (2000) stated that the SST-forced pattern over the North Pacific and North America differs slightly from the classical PNA pattern, which is considered as an internal mode of the atmospheric variability (see their fig. 11). Such studies are less frequent for the Atlantic and Europe (i.e. Fraedrich, 1990; Davies et al., 1997; Foddersen, 2000) or Eurasia. The exact impact of tropical Pacific SSTs on European and Atlantic atmospheric circulation is then unclear. Diagnostic studies of Fraedrich et al. (Fraedrich, 1990, 1993; Fraedrich and Muller, 1992; Fraedrich et al., 1992) stated that cyclonicity (resp. anticyclonicity) is strongest over Western and Central Europe during EN (resp. La Niña (LN)) winters. Moron and Ward (1998) reviewed the relations and showed that the common variance between sea level pressure over Europe and Niño 3.4 reaches at maximum 15-20% in spring. Studies relating the tropical Atlantic and Europe are rare and not conclusive about the real impact of tropical Atlantic SSTA on European variability (Deque and Servain, 1989). It also seems that the tropical Pacific influences more strongly extratropical circulation than the tropical Atlantic, partly due to the highest amplitudes of SST anomalies in the first basin.

So it seems from previous studies that extratropical response to local or tropical SST is less reproducible and that the SST-forced component is weaker than for the tropics. This is especially true over the North Atlantic and European sectors. It is then very important to compare different models using the same boundary forcing but including different parameterization schemes to delineate clearly the response of extratropics to global SST forcing (Liang et al., 1997; Barnett et al., 1997; Krishnamurti et al., 2000). We use the same methodology as in Ward and Navarra (1997) and Moron et al. (1998) which considered only the response of tropical rainfall in ECHAM 4.0 (so also Moron et al., 2001) to extract the most skillful and reproducible modes of SLP and geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500 hereafter). Section 2 presents the climatology of the three models in the northern extratropics. Section 3 presents the leading OM mode, which maximises the skill between observations and simulations, and Section 4 the
leading MM mode which maximises the reproducibility between the runs (see Moron et al., 2001 for a description of the methodology). A discussion (Section 5) closes the paper.

2. Climatology

Figure 1 displays the pattern correlations between the mean climatology of observed (from the global data set elaborated by the UKMO) and simulated SLP between 20 and 80°N (after having interpolated observed data on each model grid). All values are significant at the 0.01 level. Correlations are higher from November to February and in July-August. There are significant decreases of pattern correlations around April-May (except for LMD) and around October. Note that the pattern correlations of a prognostic variable in height as Z500 are always higher than 0.93. In DJF (fig. 2a-d), there is a general agreement of the spatial behavior between the three models and observations, with large continental anticyclones connected to subtropical anticyclones of the Pacific and Azores and deep low pressure systems over the Alcadian Islands and south off Greenland. The Azores high is displaced over North Africa in EC3 and EC4 relative to observations. The alpadian low is too low for the three models (mainly for EC3). This is also present in COLA AGCM (Shukla et al., 2000). In MAM (not shown), the spatial agreement is not so high. SLP are correctly simulated over the Atlantic and Europe even if the Azores high is too weak for EC3 and too high for LMD. For the Pacific, the alpadian low remains too deep in EC3 and EC4. The situation is quite complicated over Eurasia.

Fig. 1. Monthly pattern correlations between observed and simulated SLP by the three models. Observed data are independently and linearly interpolated on each model grid for computing the pattern correlations. Only data between 20 and 80°N are used.
Fig. 2a-d. Seasonal mean of sea level pressure in DJF for: a) EC3; b) EC4; c) LMD; d) observation.
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Fig. 3a-d. Same as fig. 2a-d except for JJA.
where the monsoon low appears over Northern India. Such disagreement also occurs in JJA (fig. 3a-d). The magnitude is better simulated by EC3 and EC4, but the spatial pattern remains too complex over the Tibetan highs. In SON (not shown), the situation remains complicated between India and Mongolia. The Siberian high appears and is correctly simulated by EC3 and EC4. Its location is too north in LMD. The circulation seems correctly reproduced over the Atlantic and Pacific basins even if the Aleutian low is too deep in EC3 and EC4 integrations. In summary: i) the agreement between observations and models is good for the three models over Atlantic even if EC3 and EC4 displace the Azores high toward North Africa in autumn and winter. Iceland low is also too low mainly for EC3 and LMD; ii) the simulation is also correct for the Pacific and North America even if the Aleutian low is too low in the three models; iii) the main disagreement occurs over Eurasia between spring and autumn.

3. The leading skillful SLP and Z500 mode

In order to determine the dominant OM pattern which maximizes the skill, we employ cross-validated singular value decomposition (Moron et al., 1998, 2001; Feddersen et al., 1999) of the observed and simulated SLP and Z500 (refer to Section 2.3., Moron et al., 2001). The heterogeneous correlations of the four seasons are shown in fig. 4a-d for SLP and fig. 5a-d for Z500.

In DJF, the OM$_s$ pattern of SLP consists of positive values over NE Pacific but also North Atlantic and Europe south of 60°N and weak negative values over Central Canada and North Atlantic and Europe north of 60°N. The heterogeneous correlations are weak over the whole of Asia (fig. 4a). This broad-scale pattern is well matched by the OM$_s$ ones (table I and fig. 4a). The OM$_s$ pattern of Z500 is quite similar to the SLP ones (fig. 5a), but heterogeneous correlations are usually higher, especially from North Pacific to North Atlantic, and the leading OM mode explains a larger fraction of the whole simulated variance (table I). Note that SLP and Z500 OM$_s$ patterns differ slightly over the North Atlantic; the negative heterogeneous correlations are more SW-NE elongated from SE US to Scandinavia for Z500 and negative heterogeneous correlations appear over the East Mediterranean area and Middle East (fig. 5a). As for SLP, the OM$_s$ pattern well matches this behavior (table I and fig. 5a). The heterogeneous correlations of OM$_s$ are simply weaker than those of OM$_s$ over the North Atlantic and Europe. The time series associated with the leading OM$_s$ (respectively OM$_s$) are strongly (respectively moderately) related to the Niño3.4 index (table II). The difference between the OM$_s$ and OM$_s$ correlations with Niño3.4 could suggest that the ensemble of AGCM used here overestimates the SST forcing linked to EN/LN episodes relative to observations. Another explanation could be the fact that the runs used here consider the only SST forcing and also the simulated internal dynamics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>OM$_s$ (%)</th>
<th>OM$_s$ (%)</th>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Spatial match</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJF</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Summary of OM analysis of the Northern Hemisphere (20-80°N) SLP and Z500. OM$_s$ (%) and OM$_s$ (%) are the variance explained for each field (= weighted mean of the squared heterogeneous correlations). Skill is the cross-correlation between cross-validated observed and simulated time series. The mean of the nine runs is used here. Spatial match is the pattern correlation between OM$_s$ and OM$_s$ (after having linearly interpolated observed data on a common T21 grid).
Fig. 4a-d. Heterogeneous correlations pattern in: a) DJF; b) MAM; c) JJA; d) SON super-ensemble North Hemisphere SLP OM analysis. The heterogeneous correlations of OM\(_a\) are displayed as shadings (very light grey: below \(-0.3\); light grey: between \(-0.15\) and \(-0.3\); white: between \(-0.15\) and \(0.15\); dark grey: between \(0.15\) and \(0.3\); very dark grey: over \(0.3\)) and those of OM\(_b\) are contoured every 0.15 values with negative values in dotted lines.
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Fig. 5a-d. Same as fig. 4a-d except for Z500.
Table II. Correlations between OMₘ and OMₘ, time series and the Niño3.4 SST index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SLP – OMₘ</th>
<th>SLP – OMₘ,</th>
<th>Z500 – OMₘ</th>
<th>Z500 – OMₘ,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJF</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

while the observations contain other sources of variations and decreases the level of correlations related to the sole SST forcing.

In MAM, the SLP OMₘ pattern appears as a residual of the winter one, with weaker heterogeneous correlations, reducing the explained variance (table I and fig. 4b). There is also a 20-30° eastward shift of the highest heterogeneous correlations over the North Pacific and North America relatively to the winter figure, and the North Atlantic values are now close to zero (fig. 4b). The spatial match with OMₘ drops close to zero (table I). The leading OM mode of Z500 (fig. 5b) explains a larger fraction of the whole variance, and OMₘ and OMₘ, patterns are more similar than for SLP (fig. 5a). The temporal skill is weak, even if the correlations with Niño3.4 remain strong (table II). Note also that OMₘ and OMₘ, patterns are almost reversed over the North Atlantic, relative to the winter ones (fig. 5a,b). The time series associated with the leading OM mode of SLP and Z500 are strongly correlated ($r = 0.78$ for OMₘ and 0.60 for OMₘ,).

The leading OMₘ pattern of SLP in JJA consists of positive heterogeneous correlations over the whole North Pacific and negative ones almost everywhere, peaking from NE Siberia to Alaska and the Rockies and also over Eastern Europe. This pattern is well matched by OMₘ, with the highest pattern correlation recorded in table II. The skill is also high (table I) and OMₘ and OMₘ, time series are strongly related to Niño3.4 behavior (table II). In other terms, warm Niño3.4 events are associated with a lowering of SLP over the North Pacific with increasing SLP in a surrounding horse-shoe shaped region from NE Siberia to Alaska and Gulf of Mexico. The leading OMₘ pattern of Z500 in JJA is quite different (fig.5c). It consists of a more zonal pattern with positive heterogeneous correlations from Korea-Japan to Newfoundland and Great Britain, surrounded by negative heterogeneous correlations (fig. 5c). As for SLP, OMₘ well matches this pattern (table I) and the skill is higher than during the spring (Niño3.4). The time evolution of the leading OM mode remains moderately similar between OM and Z500 ($r = 0.46$ for OMₘ and 0.65 for OMₘ,), despite the spatial difference between both fields.

The leading OMₘ pattern of SLP in SON consists of positive heterogeneous correlations elongated from the Middle East to Western America surrounded by weak negative values (fig. 4d). The skill and explained variance drop strongly from the summer case. The spatial match between OMₘ and OMₘ, is borderline, mainly over the North Atlantic and Eurasia. The leading OM mode of Z500 explains a small fraction of the observed and simulated variance and the spatial match between OMₘ and OMₘ, is very low (table I). This season represents then the worst skill.

4. The leading reproducible SLP and Z500 mode

Table III displays the pattern correlations between OMₘ and MMₘ, patterns and indicates basically if the most skilful pattern is also the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SLP</th>
<th>Z500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJF</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Pattern correlations between the leading OMₘ and MMₘ modes.
Fig. 6a-d. Same as fig. 4a-d except for the first SVD MM mode of North Hemispheric SLP in: a) DJF; b) MAM; c) JJA; d) SON. The contours are homogeneous correlations between the mean of the cross-validated MM time series scores and the mean of the 9 runs.
Fig. 7a-d. Same as fig. 6a-d except for Z500.
Table IV. Explained variance of the leading MM$_n$ mode (computed as the weighted mean of the squared homogeneous correlations shown in Figs. 6a-d and 7a-d) and SST-forced variance computed on the cross-validated time series of MM$_n$ by the Rowell et al. (1995) formula.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SLP (%)</th>
<th>Z500 (%)</th>
<th>SST-forced variance in SLP (%)</th>
<th>SST-forced variance in Z500 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJF</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>49.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

most reproducible. This is the case in DJF, but not during the spring and autumn.

In DJF, there is a strong agreement between the OM$_n$ and MM$_n$ patterns for both fields (Figs. 6a and 7a). The time series of MM$_n$ remains highly related to Niño3.4 (respectively −0.76 and −0.85 for the leading MM mode of SLP and Z500), but the spread between the nine runs is not significantly related to the intensity of Niño3.4 SST (r between absolute values of Niño3.4 and standard deviation of the 9 runs = −0.21 for SLP and 0.02 for Z500). The local explained variance by this mode in SLP reaches 50% over large areas in the North Pacific, but also over the North Atlantic from Florida to the Iberian peninsula (Fig. 6a). The highest homogeneous correlations of Z500 are more concentrated at North America (Fig. 7a). This mode is similar to the SST-forced ones found in Shukla et al. (2000) but is found here without removing the linear influence of the first EOF mode. Note that the spatial signature of this SST-forced mode is quite close to the usual definition of the NAO for SLP but not for Z500 (Figs. 6a and 7a).

In MAM, the similarity between OM$_n$ and MM$_n$ is lower than in winter, especially for SLP (Table III). This SST-forced mode is very close to its wintertime counterpart (Figs. 6a,b and 7a,b), but the variance explained by SST drops to 29-38% (Table IV) and the correlations with Niño3.4, albeit significant at the 0.05 level, reach only −0.46 and −0.76 respectively for SLP and Z500. The wintertime SST forcing on the extratropical circulation extends itself in spring. As in DJF, the spread is not significantly related to raw or absolute values of Niño3.4.

In JJA, the similarity between OM$_n$ and MM$_n$ patterns is strong for SLP but quite low for Z500. The SLP and Z500 MM$_n$ patterns are quite similar (pattern correlation = 0.44). The new signal, exhibited by Z500 shows negative heterogeneous correlations over the subtropical area (with positive Z500 anomaly during warm Niño3.4 events). This relation is related to the anomalous warming (and then vertical expansion) of the tropical troposphere during ENSO events and also appears during the other seasons but is then dominated by the true extratropical pattern.

In SON, the OM$_n$ and MM$_n$ patterns are quite similar for SLP but not for Z500 (Table IV). Both fields now exhibit basic pattern which is quite close to the winter and spring ones (Figs. 6a-d and 7a-d). The SST-forced variance is decreased from the winter case, as during the spring.

5. Conclusions

Nine different runs issued from three different AGCMs were forced with the same SST and sea-ice conditions. The most skillful and most reproducible mode, independent from the initial conditions and the parameterizations used in each model, of sea level pressure and geopotential height at 500 hPa were extracted through SVD as in Moron et al. (1998) and Feddersen et al. (1998).

At hemispheric scale, the most reproducible in DJF, MAM and SON describes an extended PNA-like pattern. The exact difference between this SST-forced mode and the real PNA mode,
which is considered an internal mode of the atmosphere (Straus and Shukla, 2000; Shukla et al., 2000) is beyond the scope of this paper. A new feature here is that it is found directly without removing the linear weight of the North Atlantic/Arctic oscillation as in Straus and Shukla (2000) and Shukla et al. (2000). This mode is also not confined around North America but has almost a hemispheric extent. This SST-forced mode is characterized by a very close pattern over the North Pacific and North America with just a weak eastward shift of the largest absolute SLP values relative to their Z500 counterpart. There are some differences outside this sector. Over the North Atlantic and Europe, the pattern resembles the NAO ones (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Barnston and Livezy, 1987) for SLP with negative phase of the simulated NAO and reduced westerlies during the tropical Pacific warm events) but not exactly for Z500. This SST-forced mode does not really fit into the annular modes discussed elsewhere (i.e. Thompson and Wallace, 2000). This SST-forced mode is skilful in winter but not really in spring and not at all in autumn. It could suggest: i) the SST forcing is relatively strong during the boreal winter season but not really in spring and not at all in autumn in the real atmosphere. In that case, the leading SST-forced mode remains almost unchanged from the autumn to the spring but its relative weight in the whole observed extratropical variance is weak in autumn and spring; ii) there are some systematic errors which appear clearly during the intermediate season. Another result is that this SST-forced mode is moderately strongly related to Niño3.4 but that its full variability could not be explained by these regional SST indexes. It remains to be demonstrated from where exactly the SST forcing comes and if possible other sources of forcing, outside the tropical Pacific or even outside the tropical zone, are possible. The spread between the runs is not significantly related to the raw or absolute values of Niño3.4. In other words, this SST index seems, moderately to strongly related to the shift of the ensemble mean, but not to the spread amongst this ensemble. Future works should examine larger ensembles to disentangle the two possible effects of a particular SST-forcing. Another interesting result of this study is the existence of a skilful and reproducible response in summer. This SST-forced response is stronger in SLP. The weights are now stronger over and around the North Pacific, with decreased (respectively increased) sea level pressure over (respectively around) the North Pacific during warm events. Further studies are warranted to test its importance in the North America summer variability.
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